
HELMET
USER MANUAL



CONGRATULATIONS 
ON YOUR 

PURCHASE!
This user manual will help you operate your new GOTRAX Helmet. Be sure 
to read ALL OF THE INFORMATION in this manual before using.



Helmets can decrease your chances of serious head injury, by 
absorbing and diffusing impact. So, be a smart rider and follow 
traffic regulations and common-sense safety rules, to remain in peak 
condition for all future rides.

Your GOTRAX HELMET is equipped with state of the art airflow vents 
and a high-performance inner foam lining. To keep your head cool, 
comfortable and protected, do not impede the vents, remove or alter 
the pads.

DON’T RIDE UNTIL YOU READ THIS:i



UNPACK

You should find each of these items in your Hoverfly Kart box:

1. Gotrax Helmet
2. User Manual

Remove all packing material, then inspect each item for any 
accidental damage that may have occurred during shipping.



POSITION

During your rides, it is vital to properly position your helmet. 

This helmet should therefore not be worn too far forward, too far back, 
or on any body part other than your head. 

For optimal protection against debris and asphalt, remember to keep 
your helmet low, level, and snug.



ADJUST

The side buckles on the helmet can be adjusted for a secure and 
comfortable fit. 

Once the helmet is buckled, you should be able to slip no more than 
one finger between the strap and your chin. 



SECURE

The GOTRAX approved method for fastening and releasing the 
chin-strap buckle is shown in the diagram below. ( show figure) 

Your GOTRAX HELMET is complete with a Custom-Sizing Stability System. 
To give your helmet a fit that’s snug, adjust the autodialer of the Stability 
System located at the back of the helmet. 

To tighten the helmet, hold the front of the helmet with one hand and 
rotate the dial clockwise with the other hand. To loosen it, rotate the dial 
counter-clockwise. 



SAFETY GUIDELINES

1. The best-protecting helmet is the one that fits your head. Make sure to 
try on different sizes to get the one that feels secure but comfortable.

2. Make sure your straps are positioned so that they do not cover your 
ears. Not only will you be safer and more comfortable, but you will be 
able to hear any approaching traffic. In addition, position the buckle 
away from your jawbone, and ensure that both straps and buckle are 
adjusted for optimal fit.

3. If you can see your entire forehead while wearing your helmet, it 
means you are wearing it too far back on your head. The front of your 
helmet should cover most of your forehead. 



4. This helmet helps to prevent injury, but they do not guarantee against 
it. Be smart on your rides, and do not forget about safety precautions.

5. If your helmet receives severe impact from debris, a tree, the ground, 
or any other hard object or surface, it should be discarded and 
destroyed.

6. Our top engineers have designed this helmet for maximum comfort 
and protection. It is dangerous to modify or remove any components or 
parts of the helmet, other than as recommended by the manufacturer. 
In addition, your helmet should not be adapted for the purpose of fitting 
any accessories, except as recommended by the manufacturer. 
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